exactly the script I'd had in mind in the first place ' (1996, xvi 4 Bolt worked with Lean until 1990, when Lean decided to complete the script on his own (Brownlow 1996, 729) . 5 We therefore have at least three strands of multiple object: the first being Hampton's development which ended in 1987; the second a new version by Bolt which ended in early 1990; and the third a variation by Lean which he completed in 1991.
How should we approach this textual evidence, in the light of the difficulties in establishing a 'definitive' script? As an unproduced project, are we to take the most recent draft as the definitive version? Whose most recent draft? And is this a linear process of shaping and correction, or something more elliptical? The 'object problem' is a significant question for the whole basis of screenwriting studies, and here I attempt to square this circle by avoiding the concept of 'definitive', favouring instead a multiple text approach -the avant-texte of the genetic critics -to reach an understanding of the screen idea in textual form.
